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ROOMS 
REIMAGINED

How many different decorative styles could one house suit? Katie Loux reports 
from this year’s San Francisco Decorator Showcase to offer one perspective on 

this idea, as thirty-nine interior design studios give their best

T his year’s San Francisco 
Decorator Showcase was 
surely the best yet. Housed 
in a mansion of spectacular 
proportions at 3800 Washington 
Street, the 33 rooms were ripe 

for West Coast designers to unleash their 
creative talents. 

Built in 1904 for Marcus and Corinne 
Koshland, the house was modelled and named 
after ‘Le Petit Trianon’, a chateau on the grounds 
of the Palace of Versailles given by Louis XV 
to his mistress Madame de Pompadour.  The 
history and classical bones of this house 
inspired many designers to fuse traditional and 
contemporary styles in unexpected ways.

Honouring the history of the house came 
in many forms. For Paul Wiseman and James 
Hunter’s living room, ‘The Haute Hideaway’, the 
designers imagined a cultured occupant who 
might well have been friends with the music-
loving Koshlands. Inspired by Pierre Bergé 
and Yves Saint Laurent and their passion for 
collecting and travel, the room was bursting 
with art and antiques. There were layers of 
texture, including an antique Ushak carpet from 
Mansour of Los Angeles, a Gustav Klimt-style 
velvet screen, and Jim Thompson fabrics on the 
decadent banquette window seat.

In contrast, Studio Collins Weir’s ‘Living 
Room’ kept the focus firmly on the beauty 
of the interior architecture itself, which they 
achieved with a restrained colour palette of 
dominant white, with a luscious burgundy 
circular sofa (custom-made by SCW and 
HEWN), and hanging mobile by Karl Zahn. A 
rug by Mark Nelson Designs had a unifying 
presence in this meticulously curated room.

Heather Hilliard’s family room ran with the 
French theme and mixed elements from the 
17th century to the present: a rich focal point 
was an 18th-century tapestry from F.J. Hakimian. 
Jonathan Rachman’s room took a British 
approach to classical design, with furnishings 
inspired by Houghton Hall, an 18th-century 
English stately home. His room was utterly 
opulent, from the de Gournay wallpaper (based 
on circa 200-year-old rolls found in the attics 
of Houghton Hall), to the curvaceous pink silk 
sofa, velvet coffee table and rug by Claremont.

Unsurprisingly de Gournay’s 18th-century-
inspired, hand-painted wallpaper was a 
popular choice amongst designers and suited 
the grandeur of Le Petit Trianon. De Gournay 
custom-made the wallpaper for many rooms in 
this showcase: ABH Interiors had a romantic 
design of crumbling ruins, peacocks and 
overgrown gardens, while Dina Bandman’s 
reimagined room for Marie Antoinette adapted 
a de Gournay magnolia design. This noble 
flower hung in clusters around the room’s high 

 
The history of this house 
inspired many designers 
to fuse traditional and 
contemporary styles in 

unexpected ways

01 ‘Living Room’ by Studio 
Collins Weir featuring a rug 
by Mark Nelson Design

02 ‘Rooftop Rendezvous 
Retreat’ by Susan Lind 
Chastain and Willem 
Racké Studio, featuring a 
Moroccan rug from Tony 
Kitz Gallery

03 ‘The Haute Hideaway’ 
living room by Paul 
Wiseman and James 
Hunter of The Wiseman 
Group, featuring an 
antique Ushak carpet from 
Mansour, LA
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ceiling and was echoed in a clever installation 
of plaster magnolia branches and flowers 
around a tarnished mirror. A neutral Mark 
Nelson Design rug played with her mauve 
colour scheme.

It’s often the teenager’s room that sparks 
the most daring designs, and Studio Heimat 
had some specific teenagers in mind. 
Transplanted from Singapore to San Francisco, 
these girls have a reminder of the tropical land 
they left behind in the floral Jim Thompson 
embroidered fabric that forms a canopy over 

their beds, the fuchsia walls and the emerald 
green scarab beetles in wallpaper by Filepaper 
by the room’s entrance—’a reference to the girls’ 
interest in botany and entomology from their 
homeland’, says designer Alicia Lichtenstein.

On the edgier side, three rooms stood out: 
Willem Racké and Susan Lind Chastain joined 
forces to create a third-floor living room mixing 
French style with a Beetlejuice sensibility—the 
centerpieces were two studded chartreuse 
sofas to threaten anyone who should consider 
sitting on their arms. A Tony Kitz Moroccan 

rug matched the monochromatic wallpaper, 
custom-made by Racké and featuring San 
Francisco scenes such as naked cyclists in 
the toile de jouy style. Similarly, Kelly Hohla’s 
‘Wo-Man Cave’ had neutral tones off-set with 
pops of colour—in this case, electric blues 
and lilacs. Mark Nelson was the go-to for the 
rug in Hohla’s room also—clearly, an interior 
designer’s favourite.

The most-talked about room was ‘The 
Ballroom’ designed by Applegate Tran Interiors. 
Applegate Tran turned the room into an edgy 

Berlin-style nightclub, but paid homage to 
the history of the house: the Koshlands had 
celebrated the house’s completion with a lavish 
Marie Antoinette costume ball. Centre-stage 
(literally) of the 2019 ballroom was a headless 
(post-guilllotine), plaster ballgown of Louis 
XV’s mistress. An oversized orange tiger/polar 
bear rug in shaggy pile was a humorous, punk 
element, while Kyle Bunting animal hide lined 
the ceilings, to help with the acoustics and why 
wouldn’t you? 
www.decoratorshowcase.org

04 ‘Daydream Believin’’ 
by Studio Heimat featuring 
rugs by Fiona Curran for 
The Rug Company

05 ‘Houghton Hall 
Reimagined’ by Jonathan 
Rachman Design with 
rugs by Stark Carpet and 
Claremont Rug Company

06 ‘The Ballroom’ by 
Applegate Tran Interiors
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